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Impasse results in no state budget
University plans to work
around uncertain funds
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Members of the Kentucky legislature left the capitol April 15
without meeting the deadline to
finalize a budget for the 2010-11
fiscal year.
After spending more than
three months in Frankfort, Ky.,
the 2010 General Assembly
adjourned before making the
critical financial decision.
Rep. Melvin Henley and Sen.
Ken Winters. Murray's two legislators, agreed the lack of compromise and action is unfair to
Kentucky's residents.
"Most of you likely think Kentucky deserves better than to be
left budgetless at session's end,"
Henley said. "So do we. But
without a bipartisan spirit at
work in the Legislature. even the
most necessary actions like
passing a state budget can be
brought to a halt."
Winters said the state should
be more considerate of the consequences the unmet responsibility has on Kentuckians as they
plan for the future.
''We cannot continue to tax
and spend and borrow," Winters
said. "We must provide financial
stability to our citizens so they
know we have our financial
house in order. The state must
make the same hard choices that
our families are making and
bave been making for a long
time."
Henley and Winters acknowl-

edged that the unwillingness of
the House and Senate to work
together was a main catalyst in
the lack of state budget.
Henley added the politics
which accompany an election
year could also be at fault. He
said a budget has never met
deadUne under the Senate's cur·
rent president.
"It seemed to become apparent during the final hours of the
session that Sen. President
David Williams had never
intended for a budget to pass,"
Henley said. "There are several
scenarios being floated to
account for the political advantage that he hopes to gain by further disenchanting citizens who
are already up in arms over the
behavior of the Federal Congress."
With Murray State's Board of
Regents' budget meeting set for
May 7 and the release date
scheduled for June 1, University
President Randy Dunn said
everything must continue moving forward.
"Just because the General
Assembly did not fulfill its
responsibility to pass a budget
doesn't mean we can just sit and
wait on them," Dunn said. "We
have to get our tuition set for
next year for our students. We
have to ensure that we continue
so we can build our university
budget. We have to keep moving, and we will."
Vice President of Finance and
Administrative Services Tom

Graphic by Chris Phillips/The News

Kentucky's LeQislature refused to compromise, adjouml119 the 2010 General Assembly without a state budget Aprtl15.
Denton said the University is
going to form its budget under
the assumption that the state
will pass a L5 percent higher
education cut.
"We'U plug in a $739,000
decrease in our appropriations
and then go from that point,"
Denton said, with that amount
equal to L5 percent of the state's
funding for Murray State.
Gov. Steve Beshear bas called

for the General Assembly to
reconvene in May to finalize a
budget.
However, if no decision is
made, the state will shut down
July 1. Dunn said the University
is looking at how to handle that
situation if it does occur.
Under state law, public institutions do not qualify for emergency spending, Dunn said, so
the University is looking into

reserve funds and other options.
Said Dunn: "We're looking
right now at what provisions we
could make - whether the ability to do short-term borrowing or
make some adjustments in our
spending at the University to
deal with the fact that the state
tap will be turned off come
July L"
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.
johnson@murraystate.edu.
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12:xl2 effort continues with student increase

Media Review

Crystal Akers

Sprino Enrollment Comparison
2009-2010

Tyler Hl~on·s 'ladies Assistant News Editor
and Gentlemen' short Spring is all about growth, and enrollbut sweet
ment numbers are no exception.
The University reported an enrollment
increase of 180 students since last spring,
2A making the total 9,44L
Police Beat
University President Randy Dunn said
Calendar
2A while the increase may not seem signifiEditorial
4A cant, it is still growth and the University
Just Imagining SA remains ahead in fall enrollment projecSports Column 28 tions as well.
"We're getting (students) admitted to
Hot Shots
48 the University," Dunn said "Now our
Sudoku
98 challenge is yielding those admissions to
98 students who come in the fall and become
Review
Racers at Murray State. The trick is to seal
1 the deal and get them here in the fall"
Although admitted student numbers are
• Full print edition up, the enrollment increase from last
• Sports Recaps
spring was mostly from graduate stu• Video: live Homo· 1 dents, accounting for 135 of the 180.
Cherie Kibbler, graduate student from
sexual Acts recap
Puryear, ·Tenn., received her undergradu• Poll: How will you ate degree from the University last spring,
spend summer
then enrolled in graduate school this fall.
vacation?
"The job that I was in was pretty much
a dead end job," Kibbler said. "There was
no way to climb the corporate ladder
without any education, and I decided to
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go into the major of communication disorders because my child, at the time, had
a communication disorder, which was
hearing loss. After searching the field and
finding out the starting pay and the pay
grade, I decided it was time to go back to
school.''
Kibbler said because of the economy, as
well as her chosen field, she felt her best
option was to attend graduate school
"You can't go anywhere with a bachelors," Kibbier said. "You have to have a

masters. The higher education you have,
the better job security you will have in the
future."
Kibbler said she believes enrollment
numbers will continue to rise, but the
increase will be more graduate and nontraditional students.
"One thing is a lot of the factories that
have closed down are offering to pay for
some education," Kibbler said. "Also, I
think as long as students can get financial
aid, they don't care where it comes from.

IDietz takes reins

of enrollment
CrptaiAken
Assistant News Editor

Thunderstorms

Sunday

Sprlno
2009

Fred Dietz, executive director of Admissions and
Enrollment Management at the University of North
Texas at Dallas, will be replacing interim director,
Alison Marshall, as the new executive director for
Enrollment Management.
Dietz. beginning the position June 1, has past experience working with similar departments at other
institutions.
He worked as director of admissions at Culver
Stockton College in Canton, Mo., 1999-2000, assistant
dean of Academic Affairs, then director of Enrollment
Services at Flagler College in St. Augustine and Tallahassee, .Fla., 200Q-2005, executive director of Admissions and Enrollment Management at Angelo State
University in San Angelo, Texas, 2005-2009 and executive director of Admission and Enrollment Manage-
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They don't have to pay it right now. Now
if you bad to pay out of pocket, that would
probably deter students from enrolling."
Dunn also said the economy could be
affecting student enrollment.
"Because there aren't a wealth of jobs
out there still and we've got good financial support for students to stay in school
here," Dunn said. "J think it's causing
some to try to stay in and finish out their
degree programs or to come back and fmish up a degree."
More people may be considering furthering their education, but enrollmeni.
must increase by 2.SS9 students in the
next two years to achieve the 12,000 students by 2012 goal
"We haven't abandoned that goal,"
Dunn said "We've been challenged in a
bunch of ways to get traction on reaching
it Many people on this campus are work·
ing very bard to reach that, and even if we
don't hit 12,000 by Dec. 31, 2010, we're
going to have growth.
"Everyone knows Murray State has a
stellar academic program," Dunn said.
"We have to give students reasons beyond
the outstanding academics to come here,
and we're working on doing that."
Contact Akers at crystal.akers@
murraystate.edu.
4

ment at the University of North Texas at Dallas from
2009-present.
"What I've done in past operations is to realize
what our goals are and to see how
the institute can reach those goals,•
Dietz said. "I think what successes
I've had with enrollment management operations is very relational:
oriented. I think I've alway~:
worked well and implemented:
ideas that bring faculty, staff an~:
administration together."
·:
Dietz said he is aware of the Uni-:
versity's 12,000 by 2012 policy. : •
Fred Dietz
"Retention and generating de-"
Executive
mand are probably the two things
Director of we'll look at first," Dietz said. "In
getting 12,000 students, while it's
Enrollment
Management important in the Admissions office
and Recruiting office, it's very
much an institutional goal It. doesn't fall squarely on
the office of Recruitment or Admissions. It also falls
on administration and then also on faculty, so I think
getting all those pieces together is something that I've
done in other institutions that has worked really well
to reach our targets."
Contact Akers at crystaLakers@murraystate.edu.
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Lett University President Randy Dunn announces the winners of the 'How to :Make Your Campus Greener' essay
contest Wednesday as part of Scholars Week. Right: Students attend a Scholars Week event.

Students celebrate education with Scholars Week·
Nick Reside
News Editor
Students demonstrated their• intellectual
prowess at the 2010 Scholars Week.
Scholars Week, "a university wide celebration of undergraduate and graduate scholarship, research and creative work," features a
variety of programs, presentations and productions from students. The majority of the events
were held on the third floor of the Curris Center. The week-long program is sponsored by
URSA, the Office for Undergraduate Research
and Scholarly Activity.
Scholars Week also featured a luncheon in
the main ballroom Wednesday, a resume
re~iew section, a faculty recognition banquet,
as well as oral sessions on criminal justice, psychology. math.ematical biology, economics and
more.

Kristen Tinch, sophomore from Lewisburg,
Ky.. and an English education major, gave a
presentation on graphic novels. She said she
first read a graphic novel in an English literature class ;11 Murray State.
"I've been surveying teachers for the past
four months about the efficacy of graphic novels in high school classrooms," she said.
• Jaclyn Feezor. senior from Nashville, Tenn.,
gave a presentation on Jane Austen Wednesday.
"My profc.ssor, Dr. Kelly Wezner, inspired
me and motivated me to enter my Jane Austen
paper and hopefully things will go well and I'll
be entering more Scholars Weeks," she said.
Feezor said on Wednesday that she had not
attended other presentations, but planned to
later in the week.
"I think it says a Jot about Murray State, that
we have an entire week promoting {educa-
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Private Bathrooms
Tanning Dome
Swimming Pool
Tennis Courts
Fitness Center
Washer & Dryer in Each Apt.
All inclusive rent to
included Internet, Cable &
Electric allowances

tion)," Shradda Chakradhar, senior from
Madras. India, said.
Chakradhar and Sarah Kelty, junior from
Louisville. Ky.. presented 'How old will you be
in 2050?', a panel discussion about the future
and climate change.
Kelty said she was inspired to create the
event after attending the United Nations Cli·
mate Change Conference.
"(Younger people) are the ones who have the
biggest staRe in climate change," she said.
The panel discussion was also part of Earth
Week, sponsored by the Murray Enviroomcn·
tal Student Society.
Nicole Newton, junior from Calvert City,
Ky .. said she is glad to see a convergence of
various academic disciplines.
"It's actually kind of enlightening to sec what
other people are doing and what other kind of
work is going
(at Murray State)," she said.

on

"It's just really interesting to see what everybody else is doing and what they're contributing to the scholarly world."
University President Randy Dunn said he is
proud of the Scholars Week tradition.
"At the heart of being a university is teaching
and learning and this is our week to have our
biggest celebrations around that core function
of the University," he said.
wlf you look at the range of projects and
activities they cover virtually every endeavor
of the University. The students' success that
comes out of their hard work and faculty mentoting is something we need to recognize in a
big way," he said.
It's one of those signature Murray State
events that I hope we keep going for a long
time." •
Contact Reside at nicholas.rcsidc@
murraystatc.edu
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Opinion Editor: Casey Bradley
Phone: 809-5873

State budget, overdue

Our view

Budget
decision still
in the works
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News.

A

s the end of the semester draws near, students scramble to pull together all of their
last-minute papers and projects. College students know
better than anyone the importance of a deadline.
The deadline for the state
budget arrived Thursday, April
15 and passed just as quickly. So
shouldn't the state House and
Senate also be scrambling to
complete their work? Without
a budget for the upcoming fiscal year, government-funded
schools do not know where to
set the bar for their budget
plans, due May 30.
It appears we have an issue
between parties. The left and
right cannot agree upon a budget. This is not only because of
their difference in party affiliation, but also because members
in each party are more concerned with personal agendas
rather than the greater good.
This problem is not exclusive
to politics as it 'is not uncommon for personal agendas to
negate decisions in every field
(history is written by the winners, folks). In politics, personal age~das should be left at
home. The state budget should
be made with consideration for
what is best for the state as a
whole and not by what benefits
one group more than another.
When individuals or groups
are more concerned about
acquiring resources and funding for personal agenda projects, other areas of concern
suffer. Bias is nearly impossible
to exclude from every decision,
but people in positions of
power must consider how their
actions affect the entire state.
Each day the budget is not
finalized in May, Gov. Steve
Beshear has to call special sessions, which cost the state
money. Had both House and
Senate considered the greater
good over personal agendas,
.this money could have been
saved. The time used to debate,
could have been devoted to
other matters.
Because of the legislature's
negligence in handling things
in a timely manner, Kentuckians are forced to wait. Schools
must postpone working out the
fine details of their budgets
until the state has come to an
agreement.
Just as students learn to work
with individuals in their community and courses, so should
members of the state House
and Senate learn to work
together during allotted sessions.
It is unfortunate that we cannot motivate politicians with
deduction of a letter grade for
each day the budget is overdue. And so it goes.
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Whether intentional or not, blackface is wrong
l

.

1

They
say, "You'll
n e v e r
know the
seriousness of a
situation
untU it's in
your own
backyard."
But that
is
certainAntonio C.
ly not true
Hewlett
to a few of
Graduate student the staff
from Memphis, Tenn. and student body
at Murray State University.
The statement, "If it was a
snake, it would've bit me in the
face" is more appropriate for the
performance dur ing Elizabeth
College's health care reform skit
at the 52nd Annual All-Campus
Sing.
Last Friday, 1 received a call
from a Murray State News representative asking for an interview
on my concerns. 1 received no
further call and decided to contact the representative, only to be
informed that the story would not
be run because it was a non issue
and the blackface in the skit was
unintentional.
I am here to shout that unintentional blackface does not exist. It

was a prime example of "ineffective learning." I recall my high
school teacher saying, "Learn
your history or you're doomed to
repeat it."
African-American history is
American history. We learn about
Thomas Jefferson and the Declaration of Independence just as we
learn about Martin Luther King,
Jr. and the Civil Rights movement. History has omitted the 100
year depth of the Civil Rights
movement, which causes students
and so-called educated adults, to
justify the culturally insensitive
skit as "unintentionally excusable."
The Civil Rights movement did
not only include blacks taking
seats on a bus, desegregation of
public schools or drinks from
water fountains. King and Malcolm X picked up the baton
where Frederick Douglass and
W.E.B. Dubois could not continue.
Freder ick "Douglass gave hi!l
highly regarded opinion of the
ministerial performance of blackface in an 1850s newspaper. Black·
face imitators, he said, were "the
.filthy scum of society and condemned it as a racist nature."
Unintentional or not, white stu·
dents performing blackface in any
way is wrong and should be pro-

hibited. just because one or even
1,000 people justify blackface as
unintentional in a public event,
the issue should still be
addressed.
I say with full assurance that it
is equivalent to a white student
,greeting an audience with a racial
slur. If the person uses the word
as a greeting and not to slander is
this excusable? Knowing the history of certain derogative words,
is the usage excused at the
expense of being tied to a present
hip-hop culture?
While the skit bad positive
intentions, could not the character of President Obama be portrayed without dark brown face
paint? Surely, educated judges
and a student body can recognize
characters presented in 2010 politics. Surely they are able to identify Obama without face paint just
as well as a clear-faced Sarah
Palin.
While this event took place a
few days before the publishing of
The News, none of my colleagues
seemed concerned about the
blackface and "stereotypical mannerisms" portrayed enough to
voice their concerns. In addition,
last week's edition of The News
included no column expressing
the "gray" areas of the event.
What are the rules, regulations or

.... ,.Ill.....
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How can the University work toward
being more environmentallyfriendly?

"By shutting off lights in (Faculty Hall,
Blackburn, and Curris Center) buildings
at night when they are not in use."

Loretta Brandenburg· Big Sandy, Tenn.
sophomore

''Reuse the cooking oil (from Winslow or
the T·room) to create bio fuel and
adapt most of the campus vehicles to
operate off bio fuel."

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E·mail: thenews®murraystate.edu
Fax: 809·3175

thenews.oro

The News Editorial Board

''Put up more recycling bins around
campus and make people more aware
of the benefits of recycling."
Joe Vrolet • Oetrort, Mich.
Junior

contracts on this event? There
was also a young lady dressed as a
Native American in dark brown
face paint. There are loopholes to
be sealed with authority.
I suggest researching the topic
of blackface. It bas never been the
excuse of unintentional satire.
During the fourth quarter of 2009,
many variants of popular culture
launched the restrained topic
back into the limelight. Most of
the coverage has been placed on
college campuses across America
where students have made the
"unintentional"
mistake
of
appearing in blackface to portray
African-Americans in the form of
parody. Historically. the exact
manner it was used 100 years ago
is the same way it was used at the
University's 52nd ACS.
This is more than an unintentional conception or racial issue
but more so an ineffective and
irresponsible excuse for ignorance. Why would an institution
ostracize an issue that is based on
American history? Why would
Murray State want to expel rather
than expand on a subject that
could enrich the education of students and people of all races? Is
this also done unintentionally?
Perhaps if the participants of ACS
knew the history behind blackface, this would not be an issue.
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Relationships -:p Gov't
The government
should stay out of
personal beliefs and
relationships (i.e.
not restrict marriages based on heterosexuality) and
until they do. it is
honorable that universities
offer
Miranda Brown domestic partner
Senior from
benefits.
Lexington, Ky.
In regards to last
week's article by
Richard Nelson, firstly, why was an analyst for an outside organization published
in the University newspaper as a "campus
voice"?
Secondly, Nelson's argument is inherently contradictory:
He asks first if "sanctioning of domestic partners will eventually open the door
to gay marriage," obviously noting gay
marriage as a negative thing for the health
of America's families, but later comments
worriedly on short-term relationships
and the increasing numbers of children
"born out of wedlock." He also goes on to
say "giving marriage-like benefits to
unmarried, sexual partners ... sends the
message that marriage is just another
type of sexual relationship.''
From an anthropological and historical
perspective, marriage principally makes

I

Sa

By the numbers

I

sense for breeding purposes. Any further
implications the idea of "marriage" provides arc very culturally-specific and
inconsistent - surely we've all experienced profound personal relationships
(not sexually defined) outside of marriage and surely many marriages in this
country involve shallow or dysfunctional
relationships.
That being said, I personally believe I
people should marry out of the quality of
theit socio-emotional and personal relationships they share - by that prerequisite, hurrah for gay marriage.
.
1
Nelson asks, "Shouldn't governmg
authorities promote stronger, more
durable marriages and life-long commit- j
mcnts?" YES! And hurrah for healthy 1
children raised by married parents who 1
feel accepted. acknowledged and respected, by society.
Nelson says our culture "will pay when
bedrock relationships arc manipulated by
political interest groups.'' I see loving, .
healthy, powerful and yes, gay, relationships being manipulated by Mr. Nelson's
"Family Foundation.''
·
It was frustratingly ironic to read such
an article on the national Day of Silence, !
when so many folks in support of gay
rights were keeping quiet to exemplify
and remember the lack of acceptance
experienced by those of nonconventional
sexual orientations.

Topic: Use of University
utilities

With every season change comes the
need to control the temperature and com- ,
fort of the indoor~. As soon as you catch a
glimpse of your breath, the heat is turned
on in campus buildings.
Seconds after the sun warms faces and
Nestled away in
encourages the discarding of jackets, you
the art department, I patiently
can fmd the AC going full blast in every
classroom and dorm room. Even though
awaited
my
sweaters and windows are quick fixes to
chance. Or, as
some might say, I
seasonal temperatures, the Uniyersity
always responds with the use of utilities.
sat and twiddled
Voters at thenews.org decided whether
- - - - - - my fingers until
or not the utilities at the University are
Casey Bradle y the
right
overused:
Opinion Editor
moment
was
presented and I
could finally make my move.
Jodi definitely left behind some
Yes
No
big shoes to fill and now that I'm
(50%)•
(50%)•
sitting here, wiggling my toes
around in all that space, I'm just a
bit nervous. It is time to shake
that feeling.
Just like every student on campus,
I have opinions about any
• All ll'SUI, .as o(DO<lll Thursd.1y:
from tbenews.or,:.
and everything, especially the
happenings in my department of
study. So why bother :reading my
opinion when you can form your
own? Well, hear me out, if you
0
will.
t ! e :mt fo;
I intend to bring my expericool tees and helping
raise money to plant
ences as an art geek, bibliophile,
trees. Captain Planet
webcomic fangirl and my love of
approves.
both music and pop culture into
At age 18, people are legal adults.
As much as their parents may think
weekly columns. I want to call
Jeers to - the state
otherwise, they are no longer chilattention
to campus events, but
for being unable to
dren. They have the right to vote
decide
upon
a
bud·
also
to
current
events, especially
and help choose the President of the
get
for
the
upcoming
those with little to no spotlight.
United States. They can go to war to
fiscal year. The
defend our country, and they can
Personal experiences, random
legally purchase guns and cigarettes.
deadline has passed,
adventures and daily habits arc all
It is absolutely absurd that they
folks.
fair game in my writing bank.
cannot have a beer or glass of wine
without fear of possible arrest and
I am a busybody in a closely
prosecution.
knit art department that spends
It's lime for the nation to repeal
t
vldeocolhours in the studio and simply not
thel;e Prohibition-era laws and
laboraadopt a more intelligent, progTeSSive
•
iiOD. by a • enough time with my ridiculous
and educational approach to drinkdog. Here is your warning: I will
~ diver and an octopus.
ing among younger adults.
I""" " Ob cepholapods, you talk about anything on my mind,
These laws simply don't work,
including my comical pup, who
guys rule.
they aren't enforceable any longer
and if anything they are counterpromight have barked at you once or
ductive. Literally millions of responCbeen
to
-·
the
~
twice
in the Quad at one time or
Process
Impact
sible young adults are already conshow
for
bringing
another.
suming alcohol and that's not going
inspirational
to change.
Introductions are probably not
What we need to do is stop wastactlvlst artwOrk to
one of my strengths. As you have
ing the taxpayer's money chasing,
campus.
probably noticed, I can ramble
charging and prosecuting responsiClleerS to - barkavaand will ramble. Though rambling
ble young adults who want to have a
grant.com for providbeer. lnstead we should start putting
is definitely not the ideal
ing amusing, history
the money where it ought to be, in
approach
for a column, especially
inspired comics.
promoting smart education about
for a first impression, this may
responsible drinking, and in pursuHuz~ah!
ing far more serious criminals,
happen on occasion, but will defincluding those at all ages who drive
initely not be the theme each
under the influence of alcohol and Jeers to - courses like ~
BookbiDdiDg
only
week (promise).
drugs.
being offered every
That little note aside, bear with
Eric Paine, other year. There's
me these frrst few columns. Havposted on thenews.org, still more to 1eatnl
ing never written a column prior,
April18
I'm still poking around, figuring
out how exactly to go about amusing and informing at the same
time. Creating something entertaining is easy enough, what with
the myriad stories I could type
ON MV WAY \o
out. And though it would be fun
to just talk about retired profes1+-\ESE C>LI)
sors ramping powder-blue vespas
over bonfires and then proceeding to drive them head-on into
brick walls, that wouldn't exactly
accomplish my goal as a columnist.
There you have it. Hopefully
you grasped what I attempted to
convey, but if not, don't beat yourself up over it, because we are all
lost together. If you find I'm disegreable, ridiculous or just plain
wrong, contact me. When an article stirs up your emotions, write
about it and send it my way.
This section of the paper is for
your opinion to be heard (or
rather, read). Speak up when you
have an opinion, and I will be
here to help your voice be heard.

Well, hello there

I

!

letters • letters • letters • letters
Truth, consequences,
social engineering
(In response to The Nt."lvs' April 16
;1rticlt' "Schools should focw: on
education, nM social engineering")
Richard Nelson from the Family
Foundation wrote <tbout his valiant
defense of "traditional values" at a
Murray State lloard of Regents
meeting in 2008. I take great exception to his remarks about his statements in his article.
But l'tnnot the'Onlyone. In fact, I
also attended that same Board of
Regents meeting. What Nelson has
failed to mention is that the facts he
presented in his "tes timony" were
incorrect. Research h.ad been completed regarding the addition of sexual orientation to Murray State's
non-discrimination policy, and the
results were presented to the Board.
The research indicated that Murray
State was the only public university
in the commonwealth that excluded
sexual orientation from its policies.
Nelson falsely told the Board that
only two public universities had
adopted sexual orientation in their
policies. And unlike Nelson, my
facts are verifiable. If you're interested, you can view the meeting
minutes online.
This leads me to wonder what
else Nelson says that may not be the
truth. From his article, we can infer
that same-sex marriages will be conducted on campus if domestic part-

Run am uk

ncr benefits are approved, contrary
to the Commonwealth's constitution. We can also infer that somehow his marriage will bl' dirl·ctly
affected by allowing dating couples
to share benefits. I fmd it interesting
that h.is thoughts seem to obsess
over all things gay.
If Nelson truly stood for families.
shouldn't he be doing something
about our chlld welfare system?
Domestic violence? Poverty?
To me, the truth shines through
his attempt to deceive. The truth is
that Nelson's fear and hatred of
LGBT individuals has to come from
somewhere. Perhaps a bible fell on
his head when he was a child? Or,
perhaps, Nelson's view of diversity
is too limited to accept any person
different from himself. After looking
through the Family Foundation's
website, the only diversity I see anywhere are wives. And of course,
their proper place is at home serving
their husbands every demand.
Now who is doing the soda! engineering, Mr. Nelson?
Anthony jones,
Union City, 1·enn.

Current drinking
age in need of
reconsideration
(In response to ·rhe News' April
16 article "Panel debates lowering
legal drinking ag~")

by Trevin Holder

Rando ly
Penciled

=~

~

cheers~
~lr=
a

Check itI The News online opinion selection:
•111enews.oro: The News attacks! Videos. links, previews and sports updates • what more could you ask for?

• Web exclusives! Check out the newest Press Box video and aalso a video of Uve Homosexual Acts.

• The Nerd Facebook opinion fonm: Will you practice safe driving now that textlng while driving being illegal has been signed into law?

Song of the week:

Some Things Last a Long Time
- Beach House
Casey Bradley can be reached at
casey.bradley@murraystate.edu
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Sroda presents at Ukraine conference
Meaedlda Freelad
Staff Writer
Putting the University and the United States
on the world stage, Sue Sroda, director of
TESOL at Murray State and
associate professor of English
traveled to Rivne, Ukraine last
week to promote teaching English as a second languase at the
2010 Teachers of English to
Speakers of Other Languages
(TESOL) Ukraine conference.
I
"I was invited to give workSue ·
shops and present at the 2010
TESOL Ukraine conference as
Sroda
part of the ESL Specialist proAssociate
gram," Sroda said.
Professor
The office of English lanof English
guage programs in the U.S.
Department of State recommended Sroda to
attend the workshop.
"Through this program, the cultural affairs
office and the regional English language office

,,
' '. "·

\.J
..

She said her presentations were well received
helped sponsor my trip which had two parts: to
give a series of workshops to English teachers in by the professionals attending the Ukraine conthe Rivne Region of Western
ference.
Ukraine, and then give a ple"I am happy to say that
"I am happy to say that even even
though I was the only
nary speech and two more
workshops at the national though I was the only American American to come to
Ukraine especially for the
TESOL conference, which
was also held in Rivne," she to come to Ukraine ... hundreds workshops and the confersaid.
of Ukrainian English teachers ence, hundreds of Ukrainian
To prepare for the trip,
English
teachers were
were delighted to hear about delighted to hear about
Sroda compiled workshops
on topics such as commuwhere Murray State is located where Murray State is locatnicative language teaching in
ed and what it is like," she
and what it Is like."
a foreign language context,
said.
·as well as using ~es effec"One of my favorite
-Sue Sroda
moments happened in a
tively in language learning.
workshop when I used the
Sroda also spoke about
Associate Professor of English
using and adapting authentic
internet to access Elluminate and speak live with Hal
materials in language teaching and internet technologies in teacher train- Rice, the director of the Murray State center for
ing.
teaching, learning and technology (CTLT),"
"The completed speech was called Translat- Sroda said.
Sroda said the teachers loved talking with the
ing TESOL: Intercultural models in our evolving
University faculty and enjoyed the opportunity
profession," she said.

to interact with native speakers through the
Elluminate feature on Murray State's Blackboard website.
"The teachers and students in Ukraine are
quite proficient in English, but always wish they
had more opportunities to speak English with
native speakers; she .said. "'There are also many
peace corps volunteers in Ukraine, about 300,
half of whom I heard work in some kind of
teaching."
Sroda said the only setback from the trip was
the giant Eyjafjallajokull volcano ash cloud
hanging over much of western Europe.
The Icelandic volcano ash put air traffic at a
standstill, stranding travelers.
"Even though the conference is over, the ash
cloud from the volcano in Iceland has grounded
all the flights home so I will not be able to get
home as soon as I had hoped,• she said. "The
Regional English Language Office beard about
the cancellations in good time, so I am just staying in the hotel until the flights resume."
Contact Freeland at mfreelandl@
murraystate.edu.

Muslim group offended by South Park, warns of retribution
A radical Muslim group has warned
the creators of "South Park" that they
could face violent retribution for
depicting the prophet Muhammad in
a bear suit during last week's episode.
The website RevolutionMuslim.com has since been taken down,
but a cached version shows the message to "South Park" creators Trey
Parker and Matt Stone.
The article's author, Abu Talbah AI·
Amrikee of New York, said the men
"outright insulted" the religious
leader.
The posting showed a gruesome
picture of Tbeo Van Gogh, a Dutch
fdmmaker who was shot and stabbed
to death in an Amsterdam street in
2004 by a fanatic angered by his film
about Muslim women.
The fdm was written by a Muslim
woman who rejected the Prophet
Muhammad as a guide for today's
morality.
"We have to warn Matt and Trey
that what they are doing is stupid and
they will probably wind up like Tbeo
Van Gogh for airing this show," AlAmrikee said. "This is not a threat, but
a warnina of the reaUt)< .of what will
likely happen to them." 1 1 ••
The posting listed &:M·•ddresses of

Comedy Central's New York office
and Parker and Stone's California production office.
A Buffington Post article that
described a Colorado retreat owned
by the two men was also linked in the
posting.
CNN, which first reported the posting, said the New York-based website
is known for postings in support of
Osama bin Laden and jihad, or holy
war, against the West.
Al-Amrikee told The Associated
Press in a phone call Wednesday that
the posting was made to raise awareness of the issue and to see that it does
not happen again.
Asked if Parker and Stone should
feel threatened by it, he said "they
should feel threatened by what they
did."
He said he was disappointed that
publicity about the posting focused
more on the potential danger to the
producers but admitted, "I could
shoulder some blame" for it.
He said he "can't answer that legal~ when asked if his group favored
jihad. But he praised bin Laden.
"We look up to him and admire him
for the sacrifices he has given for the
religion," he said.
L'ast week's :episode, the 200th for
the cheeky and ofteu V\llpr: cartoon.

Phalo courtesy d lmageshack.us

South Park ueator Trey Parker and Matt Stone have become the tarQets of resenbnent from a l'ldlcll Muslim orouP for their depldJon
of the prophet Muhammad. The group posted threatenl09 comments and graphics on the website RevolutlonMusllm.com. The website
has since been removed.
was intended to feature many of the
personalities and groups that Parker
and Stone insulted during the series'
run.

In 2006, Comedy Central banned
the ;men from showipg an image of
Muhammad on their show.

They had intended to comment on
the controversy created by a Danish
newspaper's publishing of caricatures
of the Islamic leader.
Muilims cooaider any phyakalnp.

President George W. Bush and the
American flag.
After beiDB contactecl. Comedy
rt-sentatfoft~~plopbet ro ~entrM $tmw.J ' "ttte show'!l producers
blasphemous.
would not comment.

Located in University Plaza
1203 Chestnut Street, Suite A
270-761-BOOK

l\ I~ IN'[

Instead, "South Park" showed an
image of Jesus Christ defecating on

Monday-Saturday 7am-8pm
Sunday 8am-8pm
www.universitybookandhean.com
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Rental Due Date lay 8th, 2010
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Fitness a feat for causes
Stephanie Steele
Staff writer
For most people, creating awareness means
posting fliers and holding meetings. For Master Tung Dinh, creating awareness means
. doing sit-ups for 35 consecutive hours in
'1 Washington D.C.
No, that is not a typo.
Beginning Friday at 8 a.m., Dinh will begin
' his sit-ups and will not stop until 7 p.m. May 1
to promote awareness of childhood obesity
and the value of physical activity.
He is also holding a fundraiser for Fit Youth
Team, an organization that raises awareness
for health and obesity issues by improving the
. eating and exercise habits of young people.
People can also buy raffle tickets for a chance
· to win a Corvette, he said.
Dinh, the owner of Quest Fitness, will travel to the country's capitol in observance of the
National Physical Fitness and Sports Month,
and also in honor of his 35th year of freedom
from Vietnam, he said.
lo 1975, when Dinb was 12 years old, he
arrived in the United States with other South
Vietnamese refugees, he said. Since then, he
has lived in Murray and was a pre-med stu• dent at Murray State during his college years.
~
Dinh has studied Karate and Tae Kwon Do
:: since childhood. He assumed the role of
:: instructor in 1985 when his martial arts
:: instructor died.
i~ He has since attained a sixth degree black
l belt and teaches a kickboxing class at Murray

State, he said. Dinh said he is truly thankful
for the freedom he has been given in the U.S.
and celebrates each year of freedom like a
birthday.
Since this is the 35th year of his freedom,
Dinh said he will take 35 students, each representing a year of freedom, to Washington D.C.
and they will each do one hour of sit-ups. In
the last five minutes, all of the participants
will join together for the final sit-ups.
"This way, I will have someone to keep me
company each hour so I am not so bored," be
said.
Dinh said he encourages everyone to take a
minute .out of the day to do sit-ups and to
appreciate the freedom Americans enjoy.
He said he realizes many people have trouble doing just three minutes of sit-ups, let
alone 35 hours worth, but he said people can
do anything with commitment.
"It will be painfuL but when you believe in
a cause so strong, you can overcome pain and
obstacles of any degree," be said.
Dinh said the biggest obstacle is staying
awake for the duration of the 35 hours.
"I can eat and drink while doing the sit·ups,
but I just can't sleep," he said. "However, I am
a master at meditation, so I can relax that way
while doing sit-ups."
Dinh said he has been practicing sit-ups
while staying awake late at night, and anticipates losing roughly 8-10 pounds during the
35-bour·stretch.
"Thirty minutes of sit-ups burns about 400500 calories," he said. "So, I will probably

burn about 25,000."
Dinh is no stranger to activities like this.
He said every five years he commits to and
completes a feat to celebrate his freedom.
ln 2000, be ran 100 miles in 25 hours, he
said.
"That is the equivalent of running four
marathons in one day," be said. "When l did
that, I had never ran a marathon before in
my life."
Also, in 2005, be performed 30 hours of
sit-ups at Gold's Gym in New York City,
which is more than 30,000 sit-ups, he said.
Sarah Jones, senior from Wickliffe, Ky.,
and kickboxing student, said she was nervous she would not be able to keep up with
him in class, but he allowed her to progress
at her own pace, she said.
"It is still a challenge," she said. "He pushes you to try harder, but be doesn't push
you to the point of unbearable exhaustion."
Jones said the class does sit-ups each
class for 1-3 minutes and Dinh does not
break a sweat, so she said she has confidence in his endeavor.
"He talked about his plans to do this at
the beginning of the semester," she said.
"He talked to us about not failing and the
importance of commitment."
Dinh said people can register online at
dinhqfc.com to purchase a raffle ticket or
stop by Quest Fitness on Coldwater Road
for a chance to participate in the fundraiser.
Contact Steele at stephanie.steele@
murraystatc.cdu
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!J Professors endure dunking to benefit Red Cross

::

Laura Cash
Staff writer

Courtney Crain!The News

Students were able to purchase chances to dunk aprofessor for charity Wednesday.

Snip, snip and splish, splash are
not the normal sounds of fundraising, but for one Murray State professor, they may lead to the sounds caching, ca-ching.
John Spinda, professor of organi·
zational communication, and wife
Shanna are heading an American
Red Cross Heroes Campaign team to
raise money for the Calloway County Red Cross.
"(American Red Cross) is a cause
we both found to be very appealing,"
he said. "This Red Cross docs a lot
for the community."
The duo paired with the department of organi%ational communication and Lee Clark College to form a
Heroes Team, part of a national cam-

paign to raise money for the organization.
The goal of this team is to raise
$1,000 by May 4. To reach this goal,
the team bas two phases of fundraising.
The first was Dunk a Professor
Wednesday, in which participants
paid $1 - $2 to throw baseballs at a
dunking booth to dunk a professor.
The second phase, be said,
involves facial hair.
"There are four facial hair styles
with change jars," Spinda said.
"Whichever bas the most change, I
will adopt that style for the last week
of classes and for finals week."
He said be started planning these
fundraisers last March and is hoping
to reach the goat with these fundraiF
ing efforts by fmals week.
If this year's events go well, Spin-

da said he would like for them to
continue as annual. events.
Many local businesses, such as
Pico Products and Harlan Automotive, helped make Dunk a Professor
happen by providing the sign and
dunking tank, Spinda said.
Nathan Bertsch, senior from
Hopksinville, Ky., dunked Spinda at
Wednesday's event. He said he
wanted to participate because he
does not donate blood and saw the
dunking booth as another way to
help.
"When I have a chance to pay back
a professor, you know it's worth it,"
Bertsch said, referring to dunking as
a fun retribution. "It's even better
(the donations) stay local because it
helps the co~Qnity grow."
Contact CIMIJ at laura.casb
@murraystate.edu
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LGBTQA students 'speak out'
Casey Thornton
Staff writer
Actions speak louder than words, at least
that is what students counted on Friday at the
annual Day of Silence event sponsored by the
Murray State AUiancc.
Day of Silence is observed nationally by high
school and college students to silently protest
harassment, bullying and bigotry faced by
LGBTQA (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgendcr,
queer and ally) students. Anthony Jones, senior
from Union City, Tenn., and Murray State
Alliance president, said.
"Our silence represents the silence forced
upon LGBTQA individuals due to bullying and
harassment," Jones said. "By remaining silent,
we show the impact of a society where others
are forced into silence because of who they

are.''

Chris Morehead. senior from Paducah, Ky., and Murray
State Alliance member, participated In Day of Silence.
adominQ duct tape and face paint.

Although Alliance bas organized Day of
Silence events in the past, this is the first Day
of Silence to take place at Murray State in
recent years, he said.
Jones said approximately SO people went
silent for this event, and many others who
could not be silent for other reasons offered
their-support.
Chris Morehead, senior from Paducah, Ky.,
and Murray State Alliance member. with duct
tape over his mouth, typed that he just wants to
open people's eyes in as many ways as he can.
"Today, to me, is the idea of bringing a stop
to widespread hate worldwide and in Murray,"
Morehead stated.

He said Alliance members arc doing their
part to reach out to Murray and stop hate
against LGBTQA students here.
Other Alliance members, Kelly Hargrove,
senior from Hanson, Ky., Melissa Tcchaira,
freshman from Benton, Ky., and Michcllt· Hall,
freshman from Beaver Dam, Ky., worked silently in the Carr Health Silent I.ounge preparing
themselves for the event.
They also handed out Day of Silence cards to
explain their willing silence and helped others
prepare who came in to support the cause.
Alliance members also worked at a Day of
Silence stand on the second floor of the Curris
Center where they publicized the event to
passers-by.
]ones said he worked the Curris Center
Alliance table, as well as the Silent Lounge in
Carr Health.
He said he also attended one class during the
day.
"Being quiet is hard, and many people were
wondering why we had our mouths taped and
couldn't talk to them," Jones said. "After we
handed them a Day of Silence card l'Xplaining
the purpose of our event many people were
very supportive of the Day of Silence, including
p rofessors."
Said Jones: "For those of us participating, the
silence was a somber reminder of those who
have no voice. and why it is so important for us
to speak out against bullying and discrimination against LGBTQ.A students."

Contact Thornton at caser.thornron@
murraystate.edu.
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Student group
performs 'Live
Homosexual Acts':
I

Casey Thornton
Staff writer

Photos

courlf~Y

uf Morgan R.mdall

"Live Homosexual Acts," an event sponsored by the Murray State Alliance, promotes acceptance of alternative lifestyles.

Participating students demoQstrated the normal, everyday activities with which everyone is familiar, hoping to change misconceptions of the LGBTOA community.
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With a title like "Live Homosexual
Acts," some may have been shocked by
the Wednesday event - and not by whnt
they might have anticipated.
Live Homosexual Acts is hosted annually by Murray State Alliance to showcase
the ordinary. everyday behavior and
activities of lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer and ally individuals, Anthon)' Jones, senior from Union City, Tenn.,
and Murray State Alliance president, said.
"Through our demonstration. we hope
to show that LGBTQA people are no different than anyone else," Jones said.
LGBTQA students performed everyday
tasks such as doing homework, reading,
playin~ games, eating lunch and doing
laundry.
Alliance members and nonmembers
alike participated in the Live Homosexual
Acts event simply to perform average,
everyday activities.
jones said he hopes the event's title
shocks students.
When passers-by actually see participants, however, Jones said he wants them
to r~alizc the true meaning behind the
tille.
People say this event is too mundane to
have such a shocking title, he said.
"In the end, hopefully students receive
a better understanding that through the
various differences that make us who we
arc. we always have something in com·
mon,'' he said.
Jones said Alliance members want people to seriously question preconceptions
of LGRTQA individuals and how they
perceive their lives.
Other schools. such as the University of
Louisville. have hosted events similar to
Murray State Alliance's Live Homosexual
Acts, he said. Jones said the event has
been successful in the past on campus.
Kellic Klessig, junior from Owensboro,
Kr.• said 1he event is a great way to make
people aware of the similarities between

Rachel l oomis. senior fromO'Fallon, Ill.• plays
with a puppy In the free speech zone.
the LGBTQA community and any other
community.
Sbe said they were also going to have a
clothesline to show gays and lesbians
doing average chores, like laundry. It also
shows diversity, she said.
Using diverse types of clothing shows
the differences and similarities in people,
Klessig said.
"We have normal lives and normal
problems just like everybody else,"
K.lessig said. "1 am happy to represent this
community by simply being me."
Jones said
"The overall goal is to showcase that no
matter who you are, we all do the same
things. and lead similar lives," jones said.
"The gender of the person that l fall in
love with has nothing to do with my laun.d.cy ot homeW,9!~

Contact T,hoz;P,lWl at ca.<;ey.thornton@
murraystate.edu.
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Provost Brockway retires, contiaues..teaching part-time
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Racers hope
ONDUCT to extend 4-0

NsPoRrsMANUKE
Apriceless season

So for the avid "Conduct" fans - I know you
are out there - I have
great
news.
After
month-long deliberations with my new partner in crime Gregory,
the word has been
passed down that I will
continue to write the
sports column for the
201G-2011 school year Assistant Sports
(if you bought confetti,
Editor
now would be the time
to go ahead and throw that into the air.)
After the painful negotiations, with ludicrous demands from both sides - including
Greg's request for a hired clown to make
• balloon animals on production nights - all
has been settled. The conversation went as
' followed.
•Hey Greg, can I keep the column?"
•can we have a clown?"
"Yeah."
~ • .. Alright then...
Greg and I may rotate every now and
· then, depending on how frisky we are feelIng, but regardless, Unsportsmanlike Con•, duct will continue to appear on 28 (Or lB
1
depending on how we feel that week) for
. the next 12 months.
• Usually, I focus on the lighter side of
' sports in this column. From the need for a
' ldss cam at Racer games, to my own promotion to "Head of Sports Operations,"
(which is a fictional title, mind you) I know
I have had a laugh or two over the past
· year, and I hope you have bad a couple as
weU.
But this week, the mood is going to
chanse a little bit, and though 1 don't do it
often, I feel like now is as good time as
ever to get serious.
Last week on the front page of The Murray State News, a story ran concerning the
Faculty Senate's decision to file a report
with the Board of Regents calling for
decreased athletic spending.
Winfield Rose, professor of political science and chair of the Finance Committee
said this is the first time the committee has
' filed a written report.
• The report carne in response to a rise of
intercollegiate athletic expenses by
$421,967 from 2008-2009 to now, accord' ing to tbe comm1ttee's
.
r'eport.
In the report, Rose and the committee's
, stand against the athletic spending, stating:
• ..We fmd the size of this subsidy and its
, growth inappropriate. ... We further
• encourage the President and the Board of
' Regents to freeze this athletic subsidy at
its present level immediately and to elimi• nate it totally over the next year."
, Apparently, Mr. Rose seems to think
· having a successful athletics program here
at Murray State does not positively influence the students.
..Does anybody have any proof that it
does any good?" Rose said.
I think I do. According to Brandy
Grimes, campus visit coordinator for the
: O(fice of Recruitment, campus tour
requests have increased 24 percent, from
169 visits last March to 222 this March.
The difference? How about freshman
guard Isaiah Canaan's appearance on
ESPN SportsCenter's top 10 plays twice in
a one-month span this season? How about
Murray State's fllSt-round upset of Vanderbilt in the NCAA tournament?
As Director of Athletics Allen Ward bas
pointed out several times, in order to be
successful, you have to spend money. And
now, in the midst of one of the greatest
eras in Racer basketball, people are complaining?
I could understand if Murray State were
like the Yankees of the OVC, outspending
everyone, but we are tied for first with
· Eastern Kentucky with $12 million in oper1 atlng expenses.
·· I bet if you asked the Colonels if they
could enjoy the same success as Murray
State with the same costs they would gladly trade places with us.
Or maybe ask Northwestern, whose
men's basketball team has never even
made the NCAA tournament.
Rose asks, "Does intercollegiate athletics
_ have a virtual blank check on the Universi.' ty's bank account?"
' Yes. Because you can't put a price on
what happened here at Murray State this
season. Maybe we can hang those adver' tisements in the RSEC from the rafters of
that new library. ·
Contact Martin at richard.martin@
murraystate.edu.
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Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
FoUowing a split double-header with Southern lllinois UniversityEdwardsville, the Racers look to take three wins from Eastern Kentucky
University this weekend.
Last weekend Murray State traveled to SlU-E, falling short by one run
in the first game, and defeating the Cougars 3-2 in the second.
''We felt like we played really weU against them," Head Coach Jay Pyron
said. "Going into the game we were pretty confident. We felt like it was a
team we matched up well against. It gave us an opportunity to measure
where we were as a team. We didn't win them both, but how we performed I thought was pretty good and a sign that we've matured over the
course of the season."
Murray State heads for EKU in Richmond, Ky., where the team will face
off at noon Saturday.
"They're a team that has a lot of speed at the top of the order," Pyron
said. "Their lead off batter is leading the league in stolen bases, so it's
going to be important to keep her off. Their pitchers try to keep you off
balance. It's going to be important for us to chip away and put a little bit
·up on the board every chance we get and find a way to keep scratching
and clawing until the game's over."
.
Despite the learning curb imposed on the freshman-heavy team, Pyron
says they are not without their own advantages.
"When we play well, we'll match up well against anyone," Pyron said.
"Our pitching's come a long way. They're getting much more sturdy.
We've got a lot of team speed. When we're having good at bats we can hit
the ball with some power."
Over the course of the season, the team bas struggled with inexperience, with 10 freshmen on the 17-player team.
"There are things that I'm really pleased with and there are things that
I wish had gone differently," Pyron said. "Obviously we're not happy with
our record. We feel like we are a little better than what our record shows,
but with the position we're in with the inexperience, we've had to learn as
we go."
Though its 16-25 record leaves something to be longed for, the team has
improved upon many aspects of its game over the course of the season,
and according to Pyron, they have come a long way.
"Look at how we've progressed over the course of the season," Pyron
said. "We're a completely different team now than we were at the start of
the year. I think the players feel like that and we see it as coaches. Our
focus now is just trying to play each game the best we can and try to get
into the tournament and go from there."
No matter the difficulties the young team has faced, Pyron looks to the
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Freshman first baseman Madi Ratliff plays the field aoalnst Evansville March 3.
''

end of the season with hope for three more victories this weekend and a
chance at the tournament two weeks away.
"Any time you can take three games it puts you in a better position for
the conference tournament, but really, when we get off the bus we're worried about that first game, because you can't win two or three until you
win the tirst one,•· Pyron said. "We're just going to go out there and try
and play the best we can and when the game is over we'll look at the
score."
The Racers start their double-header at noon Saturday ;~t F.KU with u
third game against the Colonels at noon Sunday.
Contact I.cdbetter at kyra.ledbetter@murmystate.edu

'Breds return to Reagan Field
Will Cartwright
Contributing writer
The Thoroughbreds of Murray State
are ready to return home for their weekend series against the Panthers of Eastern Illinois.
After coming off of a weekend series
against Southern Illinois UniversityEdwardsville in which they lost two of
three games. Johnny Reagan Field must
be looking good.
The Cougars picked up wins in the
first two games 5-4 and 5-2 Saturday but
Murray State was able to salvage an 11-6
win Sunday.
"We just didn't have the success we
had hoped for," Head Coach Rob
McDonald said. "Our defense was pretty good, we just couldn't get the big hits
when we needed them."
Despite this weekend's losses, the
'Breds were able to move into a tie for
first place in the OVC because SlU-E is
not part of the conference.
In the first game on Saturday, both
senior first baseman Wcs Cunningham
and junior outfielder Elliot Frey were
able to get two hits while senior outfielder Daniel Hill earned three RBI's.
In the second game. Frey continued
his offensive performance going 3-for-3
with a double in a loss handed to redshirt junior lefty pitcher Jake Donze.
The bats came alive for Murray State
in the series finale on Sunday. The
'Breds collected 16 hits en route to a win
for senior pitcher Alex Love.
Wednesday. the Salukis of Southern
Illinois at Carbondale knocked off the
'Breds of Murray State 8-7.
Saluki catcher Brian Bajer came up
with an RBI single in the bottom of the
ninth to put SIU-C up by one run going
into the top of the ninth inning.
Freshman pitcher Ben Lady took the
loss for Murray State after allowing one
run and two hits over two innings. Frey
went 2-for-4 with a home run and three
RBis while senior catcher Jason Laws
went 3-for-5 in the Joss against the 17-21
Salukis.
The 'Breds sit one game above 500
this season with a 19-18 overall record.

This W(:ekcnd, the Panthers of EIU
come into town with an overall record
of 9-25 and 4·8 record in conference
play.
Despite hcing the defending OVC
ch:nnps, Eastern Illinois has gotten off
to n slow start this season.
The reason for this slow start might
be a consequence of colder weather
condition<; due to their location as the
m(lst northern school in the conference.
M<:Don:tld believes the Panthers are a
team that do not accurately reflect its
record.
"I don't think for om• minute they arc
not a good dub," McDonald said. "We
just need to focus on playing the gam~
well."
EIU is coming off n weekend of losses
to the Golden F.agles of 'l'cnnessec Tech
in which the)' were swept in three
games.
The Panthers are led offensively by
Zach Borenstein who is hitting 316 with
six home runs.
On the mound, Mike Hoekstra leads
the team with a 2.95 ERA while Mike
Recchia leads the way with 54.2 innings
pitched.
The first pitch of Saturday's doubleheader is set to be thrown at
I p.m. at Reagan Field.
Tuesday, the 'Breds will make a trip
down to Oxford, Miss.. tu take on the
Rebels of Ole Miss. The Rebels arc currently No. 14 in the nation and are in
third place in the SEC West division.
The 'Breds :nc not new to playing
against high profile opponents like Ole
Miss though. On March 15, Murray State,
beat the Wildcats of the University of
Kentucky 7-5.
McDonald believes the win will only
help a slight bit in their game against the
Rebels.
"In the back of the guys' minds they
will know that they have played well
against these t)'pes of people" McDonald said.
If the 'Breds knuck off Ole Miss it will
be another grent mid-week win for the
club he said.
Contact Cartwright at william.
cartwright@murraystate.edu
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Intramural unbeatens,square off
Ricky Martin
Assistant Sports Editor
With their quest for perfection
in yet another sport on the line
Monday night, Alpha Sigma Phi
was not able to stage a comeback
against Lambda Chi Alpha, falling
2-1 in the battle of previously
unbeatens.
Lambda Chi wasted little time
putting points on the board, when
forward Dustin Curtsinger buried
a shot 20 seconds into the game,
giving t~e Chops the early 1-o lead.
''I can't even tell you how important (scoring that quickly) was,"
Curtsinger said. "The first five
minutes of any game is the most
important, and doing that just got
us pumped. The adrenaline level
went up really high as soon as that
happened and we were able to
bring it the rest of the game."
Curtsinger, a post-baccalaureate
from Mayfield, Ky., had another
opportunity as time expired in the
first half. but pushed the shot right
of the goal, keeping the score 1-0 in
favor of Lambda Chi at the half.
Midway through the second
though, senior Tyler Green from
Mayfield. Ky .. got another opportunity 'for Lambda Chi, this time on
a breakaway, and netted the ball
into the back-left post, giving the
Chops a 2-0 lead.
"When you get a really great ball
sent to you and you look up and it's
you and the goalie you have to
make the decision," Green said.
"Arc you going to try to fake the
goalie out or are you just going to
try to tuck it away in the back post?
The goalie made the decision to
come at me so it made my job a lit·
tie bit easier."
Green's goal would be the last
for Lambda Chi on the night, but
the final two minutes of the game

created the most excitement.
With 1:30 left to play, Chris Powell, a senior from Georgetown, Ky.,
ripped a ball from 20 yards out that
settled in the back of the net, cutting the Lambda Chi lead in half.
"We just had an indirect kick,"
Powell said...There was an opening in the middle of the field and I
just went straight up and ripped it
into the back of the net."
Curtsinger said defense was key.
"As soon as they scored we were
up one with a minute and thirty
seconds left and really you just
have to go into defensive strategy."
Curtsinger said. "We tried to hold
back a little and clear balls out as
far as we could because the clock
never stops. We were basically just
trying to keep them from scoring."
On the final play, a cross in front
of the net sailed just out of reach
from a leaping Sean Miller header,
securing the victory for Lambda
Chi Miller, senior from O'Fallon,
Ill, was slow to get after cramping
after the shot.
"When that shot went up I was
just hoping he got a bead on it,"
Powell said. "Sean (Miller) can
jump ridiculously high in the air so
he went up and tried to get it the
best he could. He gave it his all.
"Tonight was pretty intense.
Chop, I think. was the best team
out here. They have a lot of great
talent. We went basically head-to·
head with them all game. They had
that early goal so we had to come
from behind basically all game but
we fought through it."
Despite the loss, Alpha Sigma
Phi has wrapped up their secondconsecutive President's Cup for
All-Sports, and will finish out the
remainder of their schedule as
champions yet again.
Contact Martin at richard.
martin@murraystate.edu.

Seeing i~ believing

It would seem to
make sense that a visi·
ble fish would be easier to catch than an
invisible fish.
However, sight fish·
ing is one of the bard·
est arts for an angler to
perfect.
--~teV<--e.....___ The Jakes in our area
5
are finally serving up
MiDer
sight fishing opportuOutdoor columnist nities after many
springs of high water and muddying rains.
The stable water levels have allowed for
clear water and most species are in the act
of moving to shallow waters for the spring
spawn.
No matter what the species or fashing
style, a flsh you can directly see cballenges
an angler to get it to bite. I have made hundreds of casts to fish that would ignore
every lure, presentation and offering I had.
It was not that these were trophy ftsh and
their size stroked my determination, but as
, a typical angler, I couldn't give up and go
after the thousands of other fish in the sea
or lake.
There is one group of anglers that seem
to be the only ones successful in sight fish·
ing conditions.
Fly-fishermen have a knack for it and if
we consider their approach. then traditional rod and reel anglers may learn something
about the craft.
Fly anglers are more like hunters in the
way they stalk thelr targets and wait for an
opportunity to present a natural-looking
lure. They move under the cover of water
as they wade through shallow rivers and
creeks.
Wearing natural colors such as tan,
Photos by Rid.y Martm! The News
brown, khaki and olive, the fiShermen
blend in with the surrounding cover. Other
Tyler Green (above left), senior from Mayfield, Ky., and Drew Cox, sophomore from LexiRQton, Ky., faceoff as Lambda Chi Alpha and Alpha Stoma Phi battled to remain unbeat·
bank or boat anglers often forget these
en Monday nioht. After an early score, the Chops withstood a late rally to pull out a close 2·1 win.
details and are at a disadvantage before
they even cast to a visible fish. We tend to
think because we are out of the water, we
are undetectable.
This is not the case and is one reason
why a ftsh will ignore your lures. Fish can
see your bright white t-shlrt and hear you
moving around the boat, talkins and opening another can of something cold to ease
youriru.s~ti-sn;'
•. ,'
The first ))~c: you must win f5 seeJpg
the fish first and m.alting your presence
unknown.
Next is lure selection. Traditional
anglers select from gaudy, unnatural looking lures. These baits have their time and
place of effectiveness, but sight fashing is
not is one of them
By matching the hatch, fly casters can be
confident the lure they use is something the ·
fish has actually seen before. They will
catch one on top of the water or on the
bank, compare it to what they have in their
arsenal and select the closest resembling
fly with books.
Matching the hatch is a little harder on a
lake. You can almost bet there are shad,
bluegill and crawfJ.Sb around shallow ftsh.
This is why jerk baits, crank baits and soft
plastics are a sight fisherman's best friends.
But selecting a natural-looking lure is
only step one. You must make the lure look
Adam Peebles. freshman from Murray, brlnos the ball up the field Monday ntohl
Mike Vanhooser, senior from Evansville, Ind., clears the ball aoainst Lambda Chi Alpha.
natural in its movements as well.
Fly fashermen make their flies dance on
the water's surface just like a live one. They
fall into a rhythm of letting the fly sit for
second before ripping it out of view and
then repeating.
It is just like a fly skipping along the surface and it is often too much for a rising
good meet for this time of the
not Chavis' frrst concern.
at our peak level depends on how
Kyra Ledbetter
trout to resist. Bank and boat anglers rarely
Staff writer
"Right now we're working on
year."
the next week and a half of practice
give a second thought to the usual chunkskill work and just making sure
goes."
Although he was proud of his
and-wind routine. They cast with no attenthat we stay up on people's health
Injury-ridden or not, Chavis
team's accomplishments at their
After a season of injuries, the
tion to how that lure enters the water.
remains positive about the future
and make sure that we have people
most recent meet, Chavis still has
track team proved its resilience
I am not quite sure a crawfish. bluegill or
of his team.
concerns about upcoming events
making improvements, and not
with a strong performance at the
shad
falling out of the sky right on top of
"We've got a great group of
taking steps back in any way,"
and whether the injured members
Memphis Invitational and will
their nose seems natural to a predator fiSh.
of his team will be rehabilitated
young ladies who are very competChavis said. "That's the key right
move into the final weeks of its
This is the reason the fish often dart out of
itive," Chavis said. "They've done a
soon enough to play a role the rest
now. We're just trying to better
season with the OVC Champi·
sight after the frrst cast.
our performances and have as
phenomenal job, not only this year,
of the season.
onship in mind.
If an angler is lucky enough to work his
"I think they're making good
many bodies as we can at the con·
but over the course of the past few
Despite the detriments to their
lure pass a targeted fish, they will often
ferencc."
progress," Chavis said. ''I'm lookyears,"
team. the Racers managed success
move it too fast or out of character of the
ing forward to seeing how every·
"We've done a lot with changing
As far as the upcoming OVC
at the Memphis Invitational last
prey they are trying to imitate. Under the
thing pans out. but once again, we
Championship was concerned,
the face of the program and
weekend. sweeping the top three
scrutiny of a flSb's eye in clear water, a lure
injury was once again at the forehave some people who are on the
improving the talent and breaking
spots in the 3,000-meter run.
has to be realistic to get a second look.
front of the conversation with only
mend and I'm just hoping that
a lot of records. This is something
They also took a first place finStealing a few plays from a fly-fishera week remaining before the event
that's a trend and we'll continue to
they're ready to go by the time the
ish in the 4xl00 meter relay while:
man's playbook should make us better sight
ave comes along."
moveforward, " he said.
starts.
claiming the second and third
fishermen, and now the conditions are
Next, the Racers head to West"It was hard preparing them for
This weekend the Racers head to
spots at the 100 meter dash.
right for you to practice.
the OVC," Chavis said. "We've got
ern Kentucky University for the
Bowling Green, Ky. for the WKU
"There was a lot of talent there,"
Keep these tips in mind if you can see the
WKU Invitational. At last year's
some people that are still on the
Invitational with the OVC Cham·
Head Coach Dercck Chavis said.
fash laughing at you and your attempts to
pionship falling the weekend after
invitational, Murray State captured
mend and hopefully we'll be ready
"We're using that as another leap
get a bite.
a pair of first place finishes and set
in Cookeville, Tenn.
in another week and a half. Our talto see where we are training wise
Contact Miller at steven.miller@
ent is there but whether or not
Contact
ledbetter
at
a record in 4xl00 meter relay.
and to see if we can continue to
mu"aystate.edu.
kyra.ledbetter @mu"aystate.edu
However. that level of success was
we're going to be able to perform
make some improvements, it was a

Track team looks ahead to WKU Invitational
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BLUE AND

BOWL

Each week. The News picks some of the top performances in Racer athletics. To
submit a player for consideration in HOT SHOTS. contact Greg Waddell at
gregory.waddell®murraystate.edu.

Sophomore quarterback casey Brockman picked up where he left off last season, connecting on 21 of 30 passes for
250 yards, one touchdown and two interceptions for the Blue team.

Junior kicker Kienan Cullen notched three field
in the first Blue and Gold Bowl Aprll15.

~---·

l'holos hy Rid,y Marlifllfllf:'

Nf'\\'~

Junior defensive end Jamal Crook had three sacks, five tackles·for·loss and a forced fumble for
the Blue team In the spring game.

Racer Football Presents
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The DEVONSHIRES &
Low Country Shrimp Boil
'S AND 70'S ROCK & ROLL S
www.TheDevonshires.com
Dinner - 6:00 PM
Show - 8:00 PM
TICKET EVENT: $40 per ticket
15

The Stone Breakers
7 PM $5 cover charge

The Ruth Collins Band
6-9 PM $10 cover charge
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Nathan Blake lynn &
The Campbell Brothers
Nashville recording
artist (Blue Grass)
3 PM $5 cover charge
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526 Shamrock Road
Buchanan, TN 38222
731-232-8399
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National news. gossip sure to spice
up your lunch conversation
Informadon and photos from
the Associated Press
CompUed b y Charlotte Kyle
Letterman makes morning •uve' visit
Late night will
meet early morning
when David Letterman drops in next
week on "Live with
Regis and Kelly."
"Live" officials say
the
CBS
"Late
Show" host will join
Regis Philbin and
Kelly Ripa Friday.
That will be his first
David
visit since Philbin
returned to the air
Letterman
after heart surgery
in April 2007.
During that appearance, the two compared scars and swapped stories about
their bypass operations.
Other stars lined up for "Live" guest
shots include Robert Downey Jr. Thursday. with Betty White, Gwyneth Paltrow,
Tom Selleck and Russell Crowe appearing the following wed<.
"Live" is syndicated and airs on weekday mornings.

Jacksons to attend Derby-eve party
The Jacksons are coming to Louisville,
Ky., for an annual pre-Kl'ntucky Derby
party stocked with celebrities.
Tito, Marlon and Jackie Jackson will
attend the Barnstable-Brown Gala, a char·
ity event in its 22nd year.
A statement sent Monday from hostess
Patricia Barnstable-Brown said the party
will include a tribute to the music of the
jackson 5.
It will he the Jackson brothers' first
v isit to the Barnstable-Brown party,
though Janet and La Toya Jackson have
attended past events.
The annual charity gala benefits diabetes research on the night before the
Kentucky Derby.

Former 'House' star robbed at pmpoiDt
Actor Kal Penn, '
who appeared in the
TV medical drama
'Clouse" and worked
as a White House
aide, was robbed at
gunpoint in W,!lShington D.C. Tuesday. his publicist
said.
Penn, 32,
served as a political
liaison with the
Asian-American
community, was in tht.• Dupont Circle
area of the U.S. capital after midnight
when a gunman stole his wallet and other
belongings, the Washington Post said.
His Hollywood-based publicist. Jennifer Goodwin confirmed the incident,
but declined to provide further details.
Penn was a prominent campaigner during President Barack Obama's 2008
White House bid, and was offered a job in
the administration in 2009.

Kirb)' Ft>ldkamp/Tht> News

Justin PennlnQton, senior from Fort campbell. Ky., portrays Haimon In 'Antkjone.'

Theater department presents 1\ntigone'

Hollywood studios cut trash production
Hollywood is producing less trash
these days - 40 million pounds less.
The Solid Waste Task Force said major
movie studios collectively diverted 66
percent of studio sets and other solid
waste from landfills in an industry-wide
effort to be more environmentally friendly.
Motion Picture Association of America
President Bob Pisano said Wednesday
the joint effort by the MPAA and the
Alliance of Motion Picture and Television Producers has reached "an all-time
high" in recycling and reusing since it
began in the early 1990s.
Disney will donate of a portion of tick·
et sales for its new film "Oceans" to sup·
port coral reef conservation.
Fox is marking Earth Day's 40th
anniversary and the DVD release of
"Avatar" with a pledge to plant a million
trees around the world by the end of 2010.

Jamie Booth
Staff writer

Ayc:kboum, Seldes receive honors
Alan Ayckbourn and Marian Seldes
will receive 2010 Lifetime Achievement
Tony Awards.
The playwright and actress will be honored June 13 during the Tony ceremony at
Radio City Music Hall. The announcement was made Wednesday by the Tony
Awards Administration Committee.
Ayckbourn is the author of more than
70 plays, including "The Norman Conquests," a trilogy revived on Broadway
last season. winning a 2009 Tony for best
revival.
Seldes, a five-time Tony nominee, won
the award in 1967 for her performance in
Edward Albee's "A Delicate Balance."

!

Greek tragedy takes on a completely new
twist this weekend as Murray State's theater
department presents "Antigone," in a new light.
David Balthrop. chair of the theater department and director of the show, said he decided
to take the classic Greek tragedy uf "Antigone"
and present it in the time and place of the
ancient Mayans.
"Antigone" is the story of a woman, Antigone,
who chooses to bury her brother against the
will of the King. The story pits divine law
against governmental law. Halthrop said.
Balthrop, who studied the Mayans on his sab·
batical last year. said he wanted to try to incorporate this classic story with the culture of the
Mayans, and it worked.
"It was an easy transition to make." he said.
wBoth cultures arc warring and paternal and
both are very brutal in terms of their approach
to life and death."
Balthrop said the process of transforming the
.play's setting, which is Ancient Greece, has
been rewarding for him and the cast.
" I really enjoyed taking something and seeing
if it will transition well in another time and
place," he said. "It was my favorite part of the
process because it worked. It's been nice to see
that happ en. It's also been fun to watch the students learn about the Mayan culture, like when
they try to read the hieroglyphs on the Mayan
temple."
"Antigone" offers a glimpse of a culture
rarely portrayed on stage, Balthrop said, and it
provides audiences with a plot that is still valid

in today's society.
"This may be one of the few times (the audience) will ever see something Mayan on stage,"
he said. "('Antigone') is a classic show with a
modern sort of context. lt's 2,500 years old, but
we still deal with these issues every day. It pro·
vides for a very interesting dilemma."
Balthrop said audiences can expect to sec tra·
ditional aspects of Mayan culture, including
costumes, body art and sacrifice.
"There's a huge Mayan temple recreatc!d on
stage. which is something we've never donl'
before and audiences will sec a fairly brutal sort
of approach to life." he said.
Stevie West, junior from McKenzie, Tenn.,
plays the part of Antigone, the main charncter,
in the production.
"(Antigone) is a very bold woman," she said.
"In this period women are expected to do whntever a man tells them to do, but she is not afraid
to stand up for her beliefs."
The play also has some intense moments.
West said.
MThere's a whole bantering seem· between
Antigone and King Creon," she said. "She just
te1ls it like it is, so I enjoy that part a lot."
West said the cast fu lly embraced the Mayan
culture and enjoyed working with the South
American theme.
"I learned about the Mayan culture," she said.
"We really explored the culture and I think it
was really interesting for the whole cast."
West said the audience should come to the
show with an open mind.
"There's never really a dull moment," he said.
"I think a lot of students come to plays and get
bored, but ('Antigone') leaves no room for bore·

dom. Audiences will be on the edge of their
scats the whole time.''
Brandonn Christopher, junior from Murray,
plays the role of King Creon, who battles with
Antigone over her brother's burial.
The play is perfect for college students and
provides a glimpse of -a type of theater many
Murray State students do not have the chance
to experience, Christopher said,
'"Antigone' is used in a lot of English and
humanities classes.'' he said. "The show is a way
to introduce students to classical work and for
them tu sec some of the more interesting
options we have in theater."
The cast learned about Mayan culture by utilizing clips and special features from Mel Gibson's film "Apocalypto," Christopher said.
"The Mayan culture is one that is rarely
talked about," he said. "There's this primal
power to their culture. It's a balance between
brutality and civilization."
Christopher encourages students to attend
the show because of its entertainment and educational value, as well as its quality.
"It's a passionate, hard-hitting play," he said.
"All the actors havt· put a lot of work into making it what it is today."
The cast of" Antigone" will be the first Mur·
ray State cast to travel, Christopher said . Next
week the cast will help kick off a Tennessee col·
kgl•'s theater program with a production.
"Antigone" will run at 7:30 p.m. today and
Saturday and 2:30 p.m. Sunday in Robert E.
Johnson Theatre. Admission is free with a Rae·
ercard.
Con wet BoCith at jamic.booth@murraystarc.
<:du.
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Dance Company hosts annual spring recital
Jamie Booth
Staff writer

f

•

This weekend, the Murray State Dance
Company will entertain audiences on the
stage of Wrather Auditorium with an exhibition of unique dance styles.
The third annual spring dance concert,
entitled "Momentum: Expression Through
Motion," will display the talent and hard
work of 4S student dancers, Maggie Gorman,
president of the Dance Company and senior
from Louisville, Ky., said.
"There are a wide variety· of styles represented," she said. "Also, the Company. has
been around for three years, and in that time
we've doubled in size. So I think 'Momentum'
is a pretty good overall title for the show."
The Murray State Dance Company has
held a successful recital every year since its
founding in 2006, she said. Gorman said she
started the Company after the dance minor
was taken out of Murray State's catalogue.
The goal was to give dancers in college a
chance to continue their training.
Auditions for the Company are held every
August and rehearsals for the spring concert
begin shortly after, Gorman said.
Gorman said while the concert brings in
money for the Company, more importantly, it
provides the dancers with an opportunity to
perform. something many college dancers
have not had the opportunity to do sine~ high
school
"A lot of students dance before college and
it's nice to have an organization for people to
come and dance and perform while they are
here," she said. "We hold these concerts to
showcase what everyone has been working
on."

Photo courtesy of the Murray Dance Company

The M&my state Dance Company's sprfncJ concert. 'Momentum: Expression ThrOUQh Motion: Is at 7 p.m.
Friday and Saturday In Wrather Auditorium. General admission Is $5,$3 with Rlcercard.
Murray State students not only perform all
the dance numbers, but also direct and choreograph the show, Gorman said.
The concert includes styles from nearly
every genre of dance, including ballet, modern, jazz. tap, hip-hop, African, lyrical, German folk. The Murray State Belly Dancers
will also perform.

"There is a wide array of styles and different emotions," Gorman said. "We have very
serious pieces and very comical, self-expressive pieces. (The audience) is not going to get
bored!'
Gorman said the concert gives students
and the rest of the community a rare chance
to see well-rehearsed dancers performing

professional pieces.
"We are the only University dance sroup,"
she said. "If you don't attend the concert,
you'll (bave) to leave the city of Murray if
you want to see good quality dance."
Christy Kelly, senior from St. Louis, Mo.
and first-year Company member, will be performing in six pieces"this weekend, including
modem, hip-hop and tap numbers.
The concert includes a unique piece with
dancers performing as the walking dead,
Kelly said.
"I love the zombies dance because I get to
act like a crazy dead person and still dance,..
she said.
Kelly said preparing for the concert
allowed her to srow as a dancer and a member of the Murray State Dance Company.
"I really enjoy just being able to dance
again and I've been able to learn different
styles,.. she said. "It's also nice to be around
people who share my passion for dance."
Kelly encouraged people to attend for the
opportunity to see the art of dance and
dancers who love performing.
"People can expect diversity and enthusiasm; she said. "You can definitely tell that
everyone has a passion for dance and that
we've done a lot of hard work."
..Momentum: Expression Through Motion"
is at 7 p.m. Friday and Saturday in Wrather
Auditorium.
General admission is $5 and $3 with Racercards.
Students interested in participating in a
free ballet and conditioning claSs can join the
Murray State Dance Company at 6 p.m. every
Tuesday in the Carr Health Dance Studio.
Contact Booth at jamie.booth@
murraystate.edu.
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Alumnus holds auditions for local independent film
Cllarlotte Kyle
Features Editor
Lights, camera, action.
Aspiring actors have the opportunity to be cast in a locally-fllmed
independent production from Murray State alumnus Chris Byars.
Auditions are 2 - 4 p.m. Sunday
and 6 - 9 p.m. Monday in the Tennessee Room of the Curris Center.
For the four starring roles, Byars
said he is seeking actors and
actresses between ages 18 and 25.
Supporting roles are also available fo11 any age and gender.

Byars said they are looking for
people with good improvisation
and storytelling skills.
"We really want people to come
out and audition, even if they think
they might not make it," he said.
Byars said he wants those auditioning to relax and be themselves.
"This is a movie that will live and
die by the quality of the acting in
·it.; he said. "I know there's a lot of
talented people of all ages in the
community and we want them to
all come out.,.
Those auaitionfngsnoWa ~riiig a
recent photograph with them.

The fllm, written and directed by
more of a description of a scene,
"We're kind of operating under
Byars, is based on a concept by
there's not specific dialogue. We11
the credo of'use what you have and
give them a scene and let them go."
what you know,'" be said. "We
Byars and fellow alumnus Patrick
McVay.
Byars said they tmde this deciknew we bad the lake, the cabins
"Without giving too much away
sion based on their previous fllm
around the lake, and the university
involvement.
and university students...
it's a very basic horror movie
story," Byars said. "Two couples go
Filming a scene can take several
Filming is scheduled to take
to a cabin in the woods and crazy
hours to shoot, but shooting a
place the first two weeks of June.
Anyone interested in working
things happen. They're college stumovie in a style such as "The Blair
Witch Project" or "Paranormal
behind the scenes or local musidents there to do research for the
summer. They're all biology majors."
Activity" allows you to move
cians interested in having their
The story, based on elements of
quicker and film more material
original music used in the film
faster, Byars said.
should contact Byars by e-maU at
American folldore, will be entirely
~
improvisationaL
"They11 get a a'escrlplTon ofltne"'~''11~~rn~lltoec:iit571~tl~-·--ti
leyTe at chailotte.kyle@
scene," Byars said. "Our script is
murraystate.edu.

The sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma would like to invite the
following gentlemen to their Crush Dance, April 23
from 7:30 p.m. - midnight
at the Murray Banquet Center.
Everyone will meet at the Sigma house.
Aaron Labrado
Aaron Tumer
Alex Appleton
Alex Kursave
Alex Sewing
Andy Stevens
Andrew Brigham
Andrew Lane
Anthony Kelley
Austin Ashworth
AuStin JameSon
Ben
Blake Salter
Blake Speer
Bradley James
BradleY Rickert
Brai'ldon Hester
Brandon Holland
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Brandon JonM
Brandon Wieaemann
Brent Wilcox
Branon Conn
Brooks Santella
Camerson Gish
Casey Thorton
Christopher Beale
Chris Lewzader
Chris Wade
Christian Klaas
Colby Davis
Colby Pennington
Cole Risner
Colton Gray
Corey Hodsklns
Corey Grissom
Craig Nunnelly
Darrlk Pinkston
Derrick Evans
Devin Bushraw
Dylan Gerlach

Ethan Kemp
Evan Geraci
Gavin Wallace
Graham Parrish
Hal Watkins
Hunter Downing
Jake Savage
JamesTapp
Jared Ehrenhelm
Jason COker
Joey BartiDiotti
John Garland
John House
JohnKopperud
John Stellar
Jon Belcher
Jonathan Baskin
Jonathan Jones
Jonathon wtlliama
Jordan Clinton
Jordan Gapp
Jordan McManus
Jordan Wilbanks
Joseph Kelly
Juan Casa de Valle
Justin Hill
Kagan Walker
Kenny Martin
Kent Chandler
Kent Willett
Kory Reynolds
Kyle Craig
Kyle Luechtefeld
Kyle Mclary
Logan Stout
Luis Aponte
Luis Layendecker
Matt Meyer
Mark Weaver

Matt Decarli
Matt Hitchcock
Matt Salanick
Max Arnold
Micah Brame
Michael Fuehne
Mike Quirk
Michael Sheehy
Mike Vanhooser
Nick Archer
Nick Cash
Patrick Brown
Phillip Hudson
Picasso Simmons
Pierce Widham
PJBryant
Ricky Martin
Ricky Weiss
Ryan Williams

Sam D'Souza
Sean Espinal
Seth Brown-Keene
Stephen Barga
Steven Guns
Thomas Krones
TJ Hofes
Torrey Herr
Travis Taylor
Trevor Patton
Trey Jurgens
Tyler Anderson
Tyler Brown
Tyler Buckingham
Tyler Halda
Tyler Monkman
Tyler Schalk
Tyler Straub
Will Pitman
Wil Robinson
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CD Review

'Ladies and Gentlemen,' look out for Hilton
Features Editor Charlotte Kyle
writes the CD reviews.
Before I say anything, you should
know 20 minutes of music i!' not
enough to satiate my thirst.
In fact, it's just enough to drive
me crazy. I want more. I need more.
There is no doubt about that.
This means the 18:56 runtime on
Tyler Hilton's "Ladies and Gentlemen" EP is enough to make me fall
in love.
Then, of course, I weep knowing
I'll have to wait for more music as
amazing and beautiful as the five
tracks released Tuesday.
However, it does guarantee I'll
buy his full-length whl~n it is
released, so maybe it's a good marketing move after all.
Hilton, perhaps known best for
his role as Chris Keller on The
CW's "One Tree Hill" or as Elvis in
"Walk the Line," has not delivered a
full-length album since 2004's "The
Tracks Of."
Last May he released "Better On
Beachwood," u three-song EP. I
suppose two more tracks is a pleasant treat, even if one of those tracks
'
was featured on the previous EP.
"Sunset Blvd." is the first track
and, by far, my favorite. It's the type
of song that puts a smile on your
face whether you want it there or
not. It's upbeat, happy and so sweet.
Photo courtr:sy of iTuncs
It's the type of love song you
Tyler Hilton's latest EP, 'Ladles and Gentlemen.' Is available nowthrough Warner Bros. Records.
think has to be written with someone in mind. Hilton lets you in on
down, get back up" tracks Hilton
It's a love song to a girl he just has
sadness and confusion.
too many "little secrets" for it to be
docs so well.
He sings: "Tonight ain't the end
to let go, even if it's difficu lt.
While the song doesn't use as 1
of the stury I just keep turning the
:1 generic love song.
An acoustic version of "I Believe
"I met a girl who's a lot like me,"
In You" appeared on "Better On
page I don't give into the heartache
many realistic details as "Sunset
Hilton sings. "She double-knots her
Beachwood."
I don't give into the pain."
Blvd.," smaller references ("I love
!'hoes and wants to live by the sea I
As much as I enjoy the song, I
The next track, "Keep On'' has a
the hats you wear to meet me")
lot of those same themes. It almost
make the song something special
she don't talk much and that's OK
think 1 prefer tht~ acoustic version by me I I still write a lot of songs
it allows Hilton's voice to shine
seems like an extended version of
Overall, "Ladies and Gentlemen"
about her."
more than this new version does.
"This World" - a lot of uplifting and
is a nice re-introduction to Hilton's
music for casual fans, and it sets the t
Can you say "aww?" Because
"This World Will Turn Your
hopeful messages.
that's all I could say the first time I
Way" is such a radio song. It's the
This isn't a bad thing, usually. It's
bar high for his upcoming fulla great theme. and Hilton is terrific
listened to this track. It's the type of
epic "things arc going to get better"
length release.
Contact Kyle at cbarlottc.kyle@
song that makes girls swoon.
track you hear when you'r~ cruising
at penning lyrics unique enough
that the tracks are easily differen·
And tie their shoes in double·
down the highway.
murraystatc.cdu.
''Drop your baggage un my front
tiablc.
knots, just in case they ever meet
Hilton and he happens to notice.
door I you don't have to carry it
If it was a fu ll-length album there
would be no problem at all, but
The song really sets the tone for
alone anymore," he sings before he
the rest of the EP.
quickly transitions into the upliftwhen 40 percent of the songs car:ry
"Sunset Blvd." is about not fitting
ing and monumental chorus.
the same theme, it feels a bit odd.
in, but making the best of it because
You half-expect it to be sung by
I love songs written about people
you have a misfit.-!Q_.go on ;td_v.e~n--'-·~~an
~·~
'A_m_erican IdQ.l....$.Q.ntcstj!nt. but
- the "Roxannes" 3Ed "Alisons:L_of
One note: Only if you're bored
1
tures with you.
you're thankful that it isn't.
the music world.
Two notes: Bor.row it from a friend ,
'that's the reason J love the las~
Seriously. how cute is that?
Hilton becomes the perfect theraThree notes: Worth the money
Lt leads nicely into the "if you're
pist for those frequent moments of
song, "lune."
Four notes: A future classic

When l was in third
grade,
my
mom
bought me a "Rugrats..
T-shirt.
l thought it was the
coolest shirt in my
collection. and I was
proud to rock the
merch of my favorite
cartoon series.
If I walk into Hot
Topic I can find a shirt
similar to the one my
mom bought me.
Now, however, the shirts are in grown·
up sizes!
Why? Because it seems like everyone
my age refuses to let go, the same way
our parents still listen to oldies and talk
about "The Andy Griffith Show."
(OK, who am I kidding? I still listen to
the oldies and talk about "The Andy Griffith Show.")
We cling to the memories of '90s Nicktoons.
We reminisce about the glory days of
"Salute Your Shorts," and our times
spen t wishing we could attend Camp
Anawanna for the summer.
We scoff at today's programming "Sonny With a Chance" is no "All That,"
and our "Flash Forward" starred Ben
Foster and Jewel Staite.
We know the answer to the important
question: "Who loves or ange soda?" and
we loved Kenan before he started dressing in drag on "Saturday Night Live."
How many e-mail forwards and Facebook groups have we laughed out loud at
while reading? How often do boring con·
versations turn into questions like
•Remember the water park episode of
'The Angry Beavers?'"
At this point, loyal channel surfer,
you're nodding you r head. You're laughing as you fondly remember those days the days before tests and jobs and the
real world.
Everything back then seemed like a
cakewalk compared to now.
I give Hot Topic props for knowing
this "reWioc:l' ® lleetion sells.
They ~et~!Jiteptar case for your·
iPhone. I wis1i' 't~'hid an iPhone just so I
could show th at sucker off.
''Yeah, th at's Reptar on my iPhone
case," r would say, proudly flashing it to
anyone nearby. "It was between him and '
Rocko, but I prefer dinosaurs to kangaroos."
(Rocko, however, is a wallaby, and if
whoever I was with didn't correct me on ·
this,•l would de-friend them on Facebook. They should know better.)
Amazon, !Tunes and Zune all have
episodes available for download, so '
when your friend tries to argue with you
about season two, episode four of "Aaahhh!!! Real Monsters" you'll be prep ared .
So pick your "Legends of the Hidden
Temple" team (dibs on Orange Iguanas!)'
and listen to Clarissa explain it all.
!
For the record, this column was written while wearing a "Mighty Morphin
Power Rangers" T-sbirt. Now find a,
friend and d ebate on who the best ranger
was. You know you want to.
Contact Kyle at cbarlotte.kylc@
' murraystate.edu.
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Last Week's Solution

Create and solve rour
Sodoku puzzles for FREE.
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